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Colonial Williamsburg on June 1, 1963, after discussing the Niagara of wheat 

production said: 

" ••• if you go to the research stations in West Africa, you will 
see that there is worse to come. A Niagara of bananas lies ahead-
and not only bananas, palm products, coffee, cocoa, pineapples, 
a cornucopia of tropical plenty. • • if you take the world population 
as a whole, overproduction is not evident. Underdistribution is, 
and we have yet one more example of the wealthy Western third 
who have and the two-thirds who have not." 

We shall soon produce an overabundance of nearly everything except 

brains, wisdom, insight, the power of analytical and synthetic thinking. We are 

blessed with lots of good men but they have inherited a revolution which they do 

not understand and do not know how to handle. 

C. P. Snow in his Science and Government speaks very favo:rably of 

English professional administrators describing them as 

11 extremely intelligent, honourable, tough, tolerant, and generous ••• 
But they have a deficiency. • • Their tendency, which is strengthened 
by the nature of their job, is to live in the short term, to become 
masters of the short-term solution. Often, as I have seen them 
conducting their business .with an absence of fuss, a concealed force, 
a refreshing dash of intellectual sophistication, a phrase from one 
of the old Icelandic sagas kept nagging at my mind. · It was: 
11 Snorri was the wisest man in Iceland who had not the gift of 
foresight." ( p. 7 3) 

We see now what we should have done twenty years ago. Vie had among 

us "wise men" who lacked foresight. Most of us, unfortunately, are gifted 

with 20-20 hindsight. I suggest, therefore, that as willing or unwilling 

participants in a revolutionary society we reflect on what we might do to see 

that the world moves in the direction we want it to move. 

I propose, therefore, a simple goal for communicators--that we 

provide every man, woman, and child in this world with access to excellence. 

What are the barriers to achieving this goal-- even in the United States? 
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One of the oig barriers,(is the press. /It does not fully understand its 

new role. It no longer is merely a channel of communications that only supplies 

information; it is the greatest single source of public education beyond high 

school and college. It must not only cover the news; it must direct its efforts 

toward clarifying the problems and the goals of the revolution we have inherited, 

toward winning the understanding and support of the good men we are blessed 

with, and toward seeing that the world moves in the direction we want it to move. 

In short, the press--and I mean all major news media--can no longer 

limit itself to thorough, objective coverage of the news, and to the careful 

backgrounding and interpretation o! the news. The press must see that it 

cannot remain an instrument dedicated solely to the reporting of change; it must 

also address itself to the task of helping to bring about change. 

Is this "managing" or "directing" the news? Of course it is . And it's 

perfectly proper. For the press in its role as an educator must consider what 

needs to be accomplished as well as what needs to be reported. 

This sets for journalists and journalism schools new and higher goals-

goal s that put the power of the press to work on long-range objectives.: t~l 

'."'h.e lp_ua ~mov..e-the\vo·ild-iILth_e.. di r-e-etion-f-r~e-m·en-know~it-s hould...m2_y.e. 

This means more specialists educated for key roles in the journalistic 

corps. It means less surface, day-to-day coverage of the news and more 

emphasis on stories and series of stories that persuade. It means less emphasis 

on mass circulation and more on critical circulation--on readers who can 

influence people and decisions. 

As I discuss the problems we face in providing every man, woman and 

child with access to excellence, please keep in mind my suggestion that the 

press has great power to educate. Some of our people cannot tap this fund of 
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excellence because they are physically unfit. They don't get enough of the 

right things to eat, they lack adequate medical care. It is likely that the present 

campaign against physical poverty will succeed but the campaign to eliminate· 

poverty of mind an d spirit is not so easily won --i t has qualities that will require 

a new dimension in our communication processes. 

Let's suppose, therefore, that we began to use our tools and processes 

of communication in a fight against ignorance, prejudice, misinformation, 

lack of education . What does it entail? Firs t , we would need a new definition 

of communication. I would define it as 11 the sharing of ideas and feelings in a 

mood of mutuality." Note the terms 11 sharing" and "in a mood of mutuality." 

Far too much of our communication fails to hit the target because 

it is one-way communication without adequate feedback, a typical weakneas 

of the massive mass media. Agricultural communication has succeeded so 

admirab ly because it was a sharing process, because there was continuing 

feedback regarding the resul ts. It exemplified mutuality. 
J, o·r: t.;C. .. • ' \ 

Totiunderstand the communication process better let us see it as 
/\ 

includi ng three aspects: reading and writing, speaking and listening, and 

visualizing and observing. You will note that ~~~~~~(, speaking and visualizing 

are the p roducing or sending phases of communication, and that writing, 

listening, and obser~ing are the consuming or receiving phases. let us examine 

each of these three sets of processes in turn and see how they relate to 

increasing the access to excellence. 

In this country there are one hundred million adults twenty-five years 

of age and over. Of these about 15% have completed only six years of schooling. 
C\\.'.(_ - u;-"""'.A-\ ·c~z .,S;a.a~ 

About '40-cfg have completed only eight years of schooling. 41 % have finished four 

....Yfill,rs of high school or more. 16% have some college and about 7 1/2% have 
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finished four years of college. The median school years completed in 1960 was 

10. 6 grades. The typical white adult is an eleventh grader, the typical Negro 

adult is an eighth-grader. 

What do these figures mean·as far as the reading ability required for 

reading quality magazines is concerned? Two-thirds or more of the readers of 

Newsweek, Fortune, Harper's, Time, Atlantic and The Reporter have attended 

college. These quality magazines thus have little or no direct impact on half 

of our adult population. Time and Newsweek are at the tenth and eleventh grade 

reading levels, and are read chiefly by persons at or above this grade level. 

James Conant, former president of Harvard, once suggested that the 

junior high school student should be able to read the front page of a newspaper. 

However, the~key front page news items dealing with International P...ffairs, 

Economics, State Nlws and Space are at grades eleven and twelve, according 

to a study which we have made using the Dale-Chall readability formula. To give 

people access to the excellent and serious ideas of the . world we must do two 

things: put more of the serious nowa into interesting, palatable, and digestible 

form and work hard to raise the critical reading abilities of the junior and 
senior high school student. 

What are the possibilities of methods other than reading as ways of 

getting access to excellence? ~fhat about speaking and listening as a way of 

getting in touch with big ideas? Some radio news is prepared at a simpler 

level than the same dispatch in print. This might enable less well educated 

people to get access to important ideas through this medium. In theory, too, 

adult discussion groups and face-to-face personal conversation could provide 

this access to excellence. However, adult education classes are likely to be 

attended by the more able persons. Those who have education want more of it. 

The Fund for Adult Education supported some interesting experiments in 
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California using a combination of radio and the press. Talk-back programs 

on radio are popular. 

Rich possibilities arise out of the area of communication described 

as visualizing and observing. Und~rybservation I would include the viewing 

\H.~l·"":zt 
of television, motion pictures, a"tt-ending museums, demonstrations, dramas, 

spectacles, pageants, state expositions, world fairs, religious celebrations, 

etc., all kinds of experiences involving showing and telling. 

Because of the heavy viewing of television programs we have here 

an effective method of bringing excellence to the viewer. It is possible, too, 

to put meaningful content into a dramatic form which can attract large 

audiences many with limited education. I am thinking here of television 

programs such as those during the days of the President's assassination and 

funeral, programs such as Today, Mr. Novak, The Defenders, East Side 

West Side, and news programs which make intensive use of documentary films. 

The use of television is certainly a new dimension in journalism. 

We have not yet thought through what its role shall be• Its excellent points are 

its immediacy, the use of words and pictures which can be understood at a mud 

wider range of abilities than reading material. Its weakness lies in the fact 

that you can't re-view as you can re-read. You must take it as it comes and at 

the pace it comes. News and magazine media complement and supplement what 

is received through television. We need to capitalize on the strengths of both. 

Now let me return to the problem of the continuing revolution in which 

we find ourselves. Change is in the saddle. We like it in the annual models 

of our cars but are not yet adjusted to the changes which will occur in our jobs, 

our leisure activities, our p\ ans for the future. This future is unpredictable, 

unbelievable, and sometimes unimaginable. 
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There is no good in deploring this/ of looking to the past nostalgically. 

Change must be accepted or, as the sociologists put it, institutionalized. This 

means an important task for journali~ts. They have a responsibility for keeping 

their readers, their viewers and listeners up-to-date. It means, too, that the 

pressure is on them to be as up-to-date as their readers and listeners and 

viewers want the~ 1to be. 
d\,J~\ 

What -do schools and colleges do to prepare students for an unpredictable 

world? ·v:r e must teach students to learn how to learn and to develop a taste for 

learning. Or , putting it in the terms that I have just talked about, we must 

teach them to become more skillful in sending and receiving messages by 

reading and writing 11 by speaking and listening, by viewing and observing. 

Students 

But there is more than a how-to-do-it to this educational pr9gram,- :J 
~t- f~h 4 d-..,,l6 

must learn to evaluate the incoming rnessages and college~ must teach 

discriminating reading, looking and listening. 

One of the hazards we face in all communication is the assumption that 

we can learn to use communication as a means without comrr~itting ourselves 

to ends. Certainly in learning to learn and in developing a taste for learning, 

the means, the processes, the methods are important. 

But they are not all-important because process, means, and methods 

are~ something beyond themselves, tools with which to carry out some kind 

of activity. It isi therefore, a legitimate question in all communication to ask: 

What is all this writing, this speakingi this visualizing for? What ends does it 

serve? Does it move our revolution in the right direction? 

I cite the importance of ends and values because great critical 

decisions are being made which will affect this nation and all other nations for 

a long time to come. I would like, therefore, to discuss the critical importance 
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of the press in international affairs, its roles in developing wisdom in its 

readers, viewers, and lister:ers. 

First of all, we must shed the notion that everyone can or should be 

well-informed about international affairs. We can expect little understanding 

of foreign affairs from one-third of our population reading at the eighth grade 

level or below, those who do not even read the major magazines. Obviously 

there will be exceptions. One study showed that 47% of those responding read 

11 just the headlines of national and international news, 11 6% claimed to read both 

kinds of news 11 very carefully." V. O. Key points out in P ublic Opinion and 
American Democracy (p. 353) 
that "day in and day out the odds are that less than 10 per cent of the adult 

population could be regarded as careful readers of the political news." 

(Bernard C. Cohen - The Press and Foreign Policy) p. 257) 

Mr. Cohen then asks who these careful readers are and points out that 

11 Readership of foreign affa irs news increases with age, education 
and economic status; with a n increase in these variables, the 
newspaper is used increasingly for information and decreasingly 
for entertainment; more men than women read such news; the 
larger the community (counting suburbs as part of metropolitan 
areas ) , the higher the interest in and readership of international 
events. Basically, however, it is educational level and socio
economic status that seem to be the best predictors o! newspaper 
readership of foreign affairs." (p. 258) 

Would it help if foreign news were presented more attractively, more 

simply, with more human interest, more pictures? Cohen does not think so. 

What would help basically would be to change people's life patterns, their 

educational and economic sts_tus--no short-time task. 
\~_,.;-<'~'- .. ) t cL'i. -0~ 

Fcr.c·tn-e r, careful attention to foreign affairs throughout the entire high 

school and college curriculum would develop a sharply increased interest in 

these matters. 
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When we deal with foreign affairs in the press--and again I use the 

term to include all mass media--certainly we do not want to cut anyone off from 

ideas that he can absorb. The press must inform citizens regarding the choices 

they must make. More critical 11 howeverg is that of informing those who are 

closest to the major decisions. Lowell Mellett 11 who was my chief in the Cl'fice of 

War Information, told me that one big reason he decided to do a col urnn following 

11/orld War II was that its appearance in the Washington Star insured its being read 

by high-level decision-makers. 

Mr. Cohen indicates the vital importance of the press in this particular 

\'k..tt_,._, 
and also notes that the press helps set priorities for officials. The newspapers 

A 
say in effect to the legislators and high government officials -- 11 This is 

impo:rta.nt. Get on with it. 11 Furthermore, what appears in the morning paper 

is likely to stimulate questions from one's superiors, from reporters 1 and 

congressmen. Mr. Cohen believes that t h e newspapers need much abler 

reporters to prepare this kind of material. He ·c ha.racterizes foreign policy 

coverage as "spasn"lodic, piecemeal~ impressionistic, · and oversimplified, 

sometimes inaccurate or garbledq and generally failing to deal with policy issues 

until they have become matters of public :record. 11 (p. 267) 

He:re we need to differentiate between the popular media and the 

quality media. James N. Rosenau in a paperback book published by Random 

House titled~ P ublic (pinion and Fo r eign Policy, says on this point: 

11 ••• by virtue of their different modes of handling foreign-policy 

issues ~ the popular media contribute to both the passivity and 

s up erficial moods of the mass public, whereas the quality media 

foster active concern and structured opinion on the part of the 

other two publics ••• 11 (p. 82) 
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Gabriel Almond says in Public Q:>inion and National Security that quality media 

"take an active part in tt.e structuring of issues. They participate 

in foreign policy discussion continually.. They reach into the formal 

governmental agencies and among the non-governmental opinion 

leaders.. They help create a kind of laboratory atmosphere in which 

foreign policy ideas can be tested out through the use of responsible 

speculation and L."'nagination. They constitute a 11 f'eedback11 on the 

consequences of policy decisions 1 and furnish the necessary basis 

for the constant process of modifying and adapting decisions which 

have already been made." (p. 374} ·~· .. ~ 
~V-~·'\ 

Are the schools of journalism prepa:dng the quality reporter~11 for the 

quality media? Where is the young Walter Jippmann~ Edward Murrow, Eric 

Sevareidp James Reston, John Gunther:i Keyes Beech getting his undergraduate 

· and graduate education? In our schools of journalism? In our social science 

departments? Social science divisions in the liberal a:rts college might well 

team up with strong journalism departments to develop the quality reporters 

we so desperately need. Is this cooperation now possible? 

Unfortunately~ the stereotyped concept of the journalist dies hard. 

He is supposed to write in journalese, defined by· Webster III as "writing marked 

by simple, info:rmalp and usually loose sentence structure, the frequent use of 

cliches, sensationalism in the presentation o:f materialg and superficiality 0£ 

thought and reasoning. 11 Anyone writing this way on any newspaper I know well 

would lose his job. He couldn't be a reporter on the Chio State lantern, our 

student newspaper. 

The other day I chatted with a managing editor 0£ a publication which 

employs about twenty-five editors. He prefers those who have majored in 

journalism because, he says# 11 they are better writers than those who have had 

typical courses in college Engiish. 11 

To achieve new dirn.ensions i:u communication, the school of journalism 

must raise its standards~ do more rigorous work in radio and television, 
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concern itseli with developing specialized communicators in varied fields. 

(; ~ 'vi-' 
We mus~\work with graduate and post-graduate students in profes s ional field s 

and help then-l become m.o:re effective communicato~-r s. 

Just as we need high school and college students who are prepared for 

social change by learning how to learn11 so we need journalists who are 

intellectually and p:rcfossionally ambidextrous. The world is unpredictable for 

journalists 11 toog ;ind as :rnodes of communication changej) the journalist must be 

ready to accept and use them. 

If the press is to do the responsible job which a revolutionary society 

requires~ we must rethink our concept of the news. We often say that the news 

breaks and then. the reporter covers it. But the good reporter also uncovers 

the news and then covers it. 

We may say that news is what happens. But news is also what does not 

happen 11 the failure of an expected event to occui-. Sornetimes~ too~ we .ccntrast 

objectivity in news reporting with subjectivity. -"1"ffle say: 11 Give me the facts and 

let me draw my own coir.c lusions. 11 But what a:re the facts ? 

·vi1hen a physician examines a pe rson who may have had a heart attack 

he is interested not only in the electro-cardiagram and other 11 facts 11 about the 

patient but also in the history of the patient. Anything relevant to the health of 

the patient is 11 news11 to the doctor~ VI e have tended to define news as the overt 

event and we separate this :final act from its relevant antecedents. Pulling the 

trigger is thus seen as news but how the gun got cocked is sometimes considered 

a subjective interpretation and not hard news. The background is news as well 

a s the foreground.? otherwise the reporter is dealing with a disembodied event 

in the thin slice of the present. 
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Not only must we have better reporters but the press needs a better 

understanding of its role. ! am surprised at the :failure of the press to study 

its customersp to do the kind of market research that most major businesses 

do. True there are readexship studies, but these are usually at a simple 

quantitative level. 

The press needs to spend much more on research than it now does. 

It is common to hear statements about the power of the press. yrhere is it 

powerful and where is it weak? \'/hat kind of impact does it have on what kind 

of people under vln.at circumstances? 

How credib l e do customers find the newspaper and the magazine as 

contrasted with radio and television? How readable are the various stories in 

the newspaper? Can the amount of :;:eade:rship be inc:reased by more skillful 

writing? 

Can the press develop better ways to corn.municate solid information 

to the less able readers? I see no difficulty in w·riting stories on cancer, 

tuberculosis; conservation of w ild life, crime and rehabilitation, city planning, 

highway safety so that the reader at the sixth or seventh grade level could 

understand them. Many health agencies do it; it is being done by many of 

the best family encyclopedias. 
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The importance of the news lies in its context, its relatfon to the -gast 

and its implications' for the fo.ture. This requires reporte7s~o are e~t{:r 
' / / 

specialists in a'. :Held such as political science 0 medid511{, dentistry/or physics, 
.·' / / ./ 

and who have learned the art,of cornmunicating, o;,the journal:µft who studies 
_./ .,/' . / 

such snecial fields and be·comes competent in th"em. 
,/ . /' ,~/ 

' •' In the UnH:ed States we can now have what we want to have. The ancient 

barriers of scarcity no longer hold. H we have a tough scientific problem to 

solve, we have the scient ists and the engineers to solve i t . Ne have already 

solved our food production problems and ouz- chief difficulty now is where to 

store the surplusp or better still~ how to distribute it. H we can produce all the 

wheat0 butter, meat and n'lore that we can useu why can't we produce all the 

brains and mo:re than we need? We can. We sirnply have not developed the 

necessary consensus for doing it. Our shortage is one of will, of :i.magination, 

of applied creativity. 

We have a shortage in journalismD h:i teaching, and other fields of 

what I shall call "the abrasive man." He is obviously a cont:rove:rsial figure. 

He disturbs the peace o:f the affluent suburb and the apathetic city. He doesn't 

fit in. He creates ripples when Vf.e pre~er calm water. Once the well-rounded 
·tf\)... ~~G-r,.)/~c~;-t /r~~/"' 

man was the well-educated man. N~w we are likely to think of him as a smooth, 
) 

u.nabrasive fellow, a l'lice guy. He revolves in a nice little circle, in a nice 

suburb, where nice people livet 11 our kind of people", you know. 

Iti s a good life with one fatal weakness. It often puts these nice people 

out of touch with the disturbing problems of the city and the rest of the world. 

To communicate is to share ideas and feelfags in a mood of mutuality. We 

cannot escape the moral and social consequences of noncomrounication. of self-

isolation from the troubles of the world. In the long run, walling one's self off 
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fron-i ou:r fellow man deadens the personali·~y~ makes it insensitive to the 

aspirations~ the painll the rich pleasure of other people . 

In asking the press to .rneet its responsibilities as <ll'l educatOl"p donvt 

think Pm uia..nindfol oi cost. But I do believe that adve:rtisei-s as well as critical 

readers not only will app::ove but also will support the press in its :role a.s a.n 

Let me give you just one examp1.e of what l~:ra talldng about.. What 

organized eifo::t has been made by the press to develop a thorough;, long- range 

progi·am to meet the integrz.tion p!'cblems? What pooling hai:: there been of 

:reporting 1-now-how? Wha.t massive eff.oxts have been made to develop a program 

that will bring iogethe:i;.· the best brdns in the p:ress and the social sciences to 

develop such a p:rog1·arf1? Who ha.s even analyzed ful y the responsibility oi the 

• <T • press in ~~~:.s situation? 

How should the power of the press be used to shed. exte:asive light & ring 

the great debate in W z..s:'ling"..: on a'-~d ·lhroughout the country? Sca.tie:red editorials~ 

indignani columns~ histo:rical bacl~ground~ inte::.:p:i:e'l:a'dve analysis? Aze these 

enough? Or should organized publishers al'ld ed:i:i:ors take a position 11 explain 

their position~ support their positioi~? 

If the press doesn~t t.;:.ke a hand 11 who is to educate today~s thought 

leaders and he p them influence the p~ople they wz:.ni to xeach? Eveuts move 

swiftly. Swift action must be taken.. Clas srooxri educators lack the sk.iH and 

media for swift action on .cey is sues of our revolutiono Jou:rnaH~tic educators 

have both. Toget':H~r we can move oul" revolution in the direction we want it to 

move. 
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We do not have a choice of. the kind of wo:rld we like to live in .. It ia 

here. We live in a revolutionary age and the journalist~ ihe comr.n.u;r .. icato::~ 

the p:ress itself ignores this at perii to itseli a;,'ld the society which it sezves. 

Our choice is whether we want to hi.;:lp aU rne:n gdn access to exceHence OT 

whether we shall huddle for a little lo:.-..ger arcund oui;: little tl"easu :res in :foa"X 

that someone will take foem from. usg The tranquillity oz evasion is illusory 

and the atten'"lp'i; to secure it is iutileQ 

The jou::na.Hst:1 young or ok1:1 car.'l 'iah;i eithez- one oi two attitudes,. 

He rnay say with Hamfot~ T he time is out o:Z jcini 0 0 cu.:sed spi t:e 
That ever I was bo;::-:r:. to set ii right. 

or with Wozdswoi-fo who also lived in a :revolutiona:r.·y r(;;L-ne~ 

Bliss was it h1 that d;;:.wn to be alive 
And to be young was ve".ry heaven .. 
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